WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?
FOBBING

SEE SOLUTION: 1, 2, 4 & 5

CLOUDY

SEE SOLUTION: 4 & 5

SLOW POUR

SEE SOLUTION: 3, 5 & 6

BAD SMELL

SEE SOLUTION: 1, 4 & 5

BAD TASTE

SEE SOLUTION: 1, 4 & 5

WARM BEER

SEE SOLUTION:1

WHAT’S THE FIX?
1.

Is your cooler switched on and plugged in?
Common solution for: Fobbing, smelly beer, warm beer and bad tasting beer.
What to do: Ensure cooler is switched on with power.

your CO2 cylinder full?
2. IsCommon
solution for: Fobbing.
What to do: Call us to order a replacement cylinder.
the gas connected and switched on?
3. IsCommon
solution for: Slow pouring beer.
What to do: Ensure gas is connected and switched on.
your lines and tap been thoroughly cleaned?
4. Have
Common solution for: Fobbing, smelly beer, cloudy beer, bad tasting beer.
What to do: Clean your lines and tap thoroughly. Please see our Guide to
Quality Beer Line Cleaning.
the keg been on sale longer than 7 days?
5. Has
Common solution for: Fobbing, smelly beer, cloudy beer,
bad tasting beer, slow pouring beer.
What to do: Your keg may not be the right size for your business. Did you
know, Kingfisher & Bombay Bicycle is available in 30L kegs? Call us to
discuss your keg requirements.
your lines kinked?
6. Are
Common solution for: Slow pouring beer.
What to do: Unkink your lines or call us if you are unable to do this.

STILL HAVING PROBLEMS? PLEASE CALL
01622 351110 AND PRESS OPTION 2.

TOP TIPS FOR
PINT PERFECTION
1.

Don’t put your glasses in the dishwasher with other dirty items (like
coffee cups and dirty plates).
This can prevent the glasses from being cleaned properly and affect the
life cycle of the glass.

2. Don’t wash your glasses by hand or dry them with a tea towel.

You can unknowingly spread bacteria to the glass, which will affect the
taste of the beer.

your lines are cleaned properly every 7 days.
3. Ensure
Failing to do this will cause a multitude of problems. If you need
assistance on how to do this, please call us.

4. Ensure you are using glasses that are less than two years old.

The small number on the side of the glass tells you what year it
was produced (‘18’ for ‘2018’, etc). Please let us know if you need
new glasses.

5. Ensure your cooler filter is cleaned regularly.

Dust can build up and cause the cooler to overheat. Please call us if
you need help with cleaning.

NEED HELP? PLEASE CALL
01622 351110 AND PRESS OPTION 2.
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